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Christianity and Justice

• What is “justice”?
• Biblical Justice
• Social Justice
• Does Social Justice = biblical justice?
• A Christian approach to social justice?

• Advice for Dialogue
• Acknowledge and fight racism
• Be charitable
• Recognize the biblical issues at stake
• Justice and the gospel
• Read broadly



Biblical Justice

• Protecting the vulnerable: “Learn to do 
good; seek justice, correct oppression; 
bring justice to the fatherless, plead the 
widow's cause.” – Is. 1:17

• Judging impartially: “You shall do no 
injustice in court. You shall not be partial 
to the poor or defer to the great, but in 
righteousness shall you judge your 
neighbor.” – Lev. 19:15

• Punishing evil: ”Would you have no fear 
of the one who is in authority? Then do 
what is good, and you will receive his 
approval, for he is God's servant for your 
good. But if you do wrong, be afraid, for 
he does not bear the sword in vain.” –
Rom. 13:3-4

Biblical justice is “giving to each person what they are due”



Secular Social Justice
“Social justice [is] the elimination of all forms of social oppression”

“Heterosexism is the institutionalization of a heterosexual norm 
or standard, which establishes and perpetuates the notion that 
all people are or should be heterosexual, thereby privileging 
heterosexuals and heterosexuality, and excluding the needs, 
concerns, cultures, and life experiences of LGBT peple.” –
Blumenfeld, p. 262

“First, in considering oppression theory, the question ‘what is 
sexism?’ is addressed through a definition that combines 
prejudicial attitudes or beliefs with social power. Suzanne Pharr 
defines sexism as ‘an enforced belief in male dominance and 
control’ held in place by system of power and control that 
ultimately keep women subordinate to men.” – Hackman, p. 199
“Like other forms of oppression, ableism operates on 
individual, cultural, and institutional levels. Ableism affects 
those with disabilities by inhibiting their access to and power 
within institutional structures that fulfill basic needs, like 
health care, housing, government, education, religion, the 
media, and the legal system.” Castaneda and Peters, p. 320
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Children are Oppressed

"People are just beginning to 
have a glimpse of what 
oppression based on age 
involves... Children are ... being 
considered helpless, 
dependent, and cute - creatures 
to be cherished and taken care 
of but not full human beings to 
be deeply respected... and 
trusted with significant power. 
They experience 10-15 years of 
unpaid labor and brainwashing 
in our current form of 
education." - Blood, Tuttle, and 
Lakey in "Race, Class, and 
Gender", p. 140



“Whiteness and white racialized identity refer to the way that white people, 
their customs, culture, and beliefs operate as the standard by which all other 
groups of are compared.”

Objective, rational linear thinking is aspect of 
white culture



Whiteness as child abuse

“Thandeka (1999) argues that raising White children to be White is a form of child 
abuse because ‘the child learns to silence and then deny its own resonant feelings 
towards racially proscribed others, not because it wishes to become White, but 
because it wishes to remain within the community this is quite literally its life’ (p. 
24)… If Whites are reared in this manner, then emotional and psychological damage 
on the White psyche results…we hope to offer a new approach to racial healing by 
affirming Thandeka’s (1999) postulation of Whiteness as a form of child abuse 
and tracing what happens when that abuse goes unchecked”

Matias and DiAngelo, “Beyond the Face of Race: Emo-Cognitive Explorations of White Neurosis and 
Racial Cray-Cray,” Journal of Educational Foundations, 2(1), 2013.



“No consensus criteria for assigning sex at 
birth”



“No unfair advantage”



“No unfair advantage”
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Basic biblical foundations
• All people are made in God’s image
• All people are morally obligated to love and protect the vulnerable
• The Mosaic Law made legal provision for the vulnerable
• God’s commands plus OT precedent do not entail modern legislation
• Not everything that is immoral should be illegal
• All legal compulsion is through the threat of force



All people are made in God’s image

• “So God created man in his own image, 
in the image of God he created him; 
male and female he created them. –
Gen. 1:27

• “he made from one man every nation of 
mankind to live on all the face of the 
earth, having determined allotted 
periods and the boundaries of their 
dwelling place, that they should seek 
God, and perhaps feel their way toward 
him and find him. Yet he is actually not 
far from each one of us, for “‘In him we 
live and move and have our being’; as 
even some of your own poets have said, 
“‘For we are indeed his offspring.’.” –
Acts 17:26-28

• “‘Love your neighbor as yourself.’” –
Mark 12:30



All people are morally obligated to love and 
protect the vulnerable

• “Speak up for those who cannot 
speak for themselves, for the rights 
of all who are destitute. Speak up 
and judge fairly; defend the rights of 
the poor and needy.” – Prov. 31:8-9

• “Sell your possessions and give to the 
poor. Provide purses for yourselves 
that will not wear out, a treasure in 
heaven that will never fail, where no 
thief comes near and no moth 
destroys. For where your treasure is, 
there your heart will be also.” – Luke 
12:33-34

• “Religion that God our Father accepts 
as pure and faultless is this: to look 
after orphans and widows in their 
distress and to keep oneself from 
being polluted by the world.” – James 
1:27



The Mosaic Law made legal provision for the 
vulnerable

• “Do not go over your vineyard a second 
time or pick up the grapes that have 
fallen. Leave them for the poor and the 
alien. I am the LORD your God.” – Lev. 
19:10 

• "When you reap the harvest of your 
land, do not reap to the very edges of 
your field or gather the gleanings of your 
harvest. Leave them for the poor and the 
alien. I am the LORD your God." -Lev. 
23:22 

• "At the end of every three years, bring all 
the tithes of that year's produce and 
store it in your towns, so that the Levites 
(who have no allotment or inheritance of 
their own) and the aliens, the fatherless 
and the widows who live in your towns 
may come and eat and be satisfied." -
Deut. 14:28-29 



God’s commands plus OT precedent do not 
entail modern legislation

Love and protection for the 
vulnerable is morally obligatory.

Love and protection for the vulnerable is 
enshrined in Mosaic Law.

We ought to create legislation to mandate love and 
protection for the vulnerable. 



God’s commands plus OT precedent do not 
entail modern legislation

Adultery is morally wrong. Prohibition of adultery is enshrined in 
Mosaic Law.

We ought to create legislation to prohibit adultery.



God’s commands plus OT precedent do not 
entail modern legislation

Idolatry is morally wrong Prohibition of idolatry is enshrined in 
Mosaic Law.

We ought to create legislation to prohibit idolatry. 



Not everything that is immoral should be 
illegal



All legal compulsion is through the threat of 
force



A Christian approach to social justice?
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be illegal
• All legal compulsion is through the 

threat of force
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Acknowledge and fight racism



Acknowledge and fight racism

20% higher response 
rate for whites with 
criminal record 
compared to blacks 
with no criminal record



Acknowledge and fight racism

40% higher 
response rate for 
whites has not 
changed in at 
least three 
decades



Acknowledge and fight racism

16% of whites do 
not approve of 
intermarriage 
between whites 
and blacks



Acknowledge and fight racism

14% of non-
blacks would 
oppose a 
relative marrying 
a black person



Acknowledge and fight racism

28% of Republicans think interracial 
marriage is ‘morally wrong’



Acknowledge and fight racism

34% of white 
Evangelicals 
would oppose 
a close relative 
marrying a 
black person

“Among Evangelicals… we see no evidence of prejudicial attitudes decreasing with 
church attendance.”  – Bradley Wright, Christians Are Hate-Filled Hypocrites… and 
Other Lies You’ve Been Told,  p. 170
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Be charitable



Don’t be that guy



Avoid labels

I think immigration laws should exist.

AMERICAN EVANGELICALISM is captive to 
CONSERVATIVE, FASCIST, WHITE 
SUPREMACIST, NATIONALIST ideologies 
that have more in common with the 
philosophy of AYN RAND than the teachings 
of Jesus!!!! 



Avoid labels

I think immigration laws should exist.

AMERICAN EVANGELICALISM is captive to 
CONSERVATIVE, FASCIST, WHITE 
SUPREMACIST, NATIONALIST ideologies 
that have more in common with the 
philosophy of AYN RAND than the teachings 
of Jesus!!!! 

I think affirmative action laws should exist.

‘WOKE’ EVANGELICALISM is captive to 
PROGRESSIVE, SOCIALIST, THIRD-WAVE
FEMINIST, GLOBALIST ideologies  that  
have more common with the philosophy of 
KARL MARX than the teachings of Jesus!!!! 



Beware of polarization

Biblical orthodoxy Civil religionCritical theory

I think Christians should care about justice.

GO PEDDLE YOUR CULTURAL 
MARXISM SOME PLACE ELSE YOU 
AVOCADO TOAST-EATING SJW!!!!



Beware of polarization

I won

Biblical orthodoxy Civil religionCritical theory
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What’s at stake

• Our primary identity is in Christ, not in race, ethnicity, gender, or anything else. 
(Gal. 3:26-28, Phil. 3:3-11)

• We can only repent for our own sins. (Ez. 18:14-20, Deut. 24:16 and Jer. 31:27-34)
• No one’s “lived experience” makes them infallible. (Prov. 14:12, Jer. 17:9)
• Biblical justice means “giving people their due,” not “dismantling hegemonic 

norms.” (Rom. 13:1-7, Is. 1:17) 
• Diversity is not always good. (Jdg. 21:25, Rev. 17:13-14)
• The gospel is an indicative, not an imperative. (Rom. 4:5, John 6:29)
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Just and Unjust



Unjust and Justified

• What are your moral obligations?

• Have you kept them?
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Read broadly



Read broadly

• Reading broadly forces you to read critically
• Reading broadly exposes your blind spots
• Reading broadly inoculates against error
• Reading broadly does not require agreement



Confronting Injustice Without Compromising 
Truth by Thaddeus Williams
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